Synopsis
Introduction
A mathematical model is required to represent the behavior of the actual system under vario us conditions, and especially for the d evelopment of a new system . The d evelopment of the m athematical model provides mean s for the comprehension of the system behavior, gives orientation for the designing and modification of the system and also makes it easy to investigate the control strategy of the system. The well-designed math ematical model can minimize time and cost of development and operation of the system. This concept is not exceptional for the development of the model of oxygen steelmaking processes including NRIM continuous steelmaking process. ll In this case the most important matter to be considered is how to r epresent the dynamic variation of C, Q and (FeO) with blowing time. H ere, the model used for the simulation of NRIM continuous steelmaking process 2 ) in which the rate limiting step is mass transfer (resistance model) is discussed to clarify its characteristics and limits to what extent this model satisfies the above requirements. The possibility of its application is also examined.
II_ Characteristics of the Resistance Model

Construction of the Model
As in the previous paper,2) present model stems from the fact that the rates of steelmaking reactions are limited by the mass transfer, and assumes the followings:
( I ) One oxygen lance makes one back-mixing tank, where compositions in metal and slag are unislag and ex haust gas are equal.
(2) The mixing characteristics of the continuous steelmaking process with several lances installed in series like NRIM process can b e represented by the back-mixing tanks in series the number of which is equ a l to that of lances.
(3) A part of blown oxygen is captured by the slag phase as FeO, and the rest is absorbed into the metal phase.
(4) Steelmaking reactions a re controlled by the mass transfer ; the reaction rate is in proportion to the difference in the reactant con centrations between steel bath and slag or gas phase. The rate is in inverse proportion to the transfer resistance.
(5) The transfer resis tances are assum ed inversely proportional to the evolu tion r ate of exhaust gas generating in CO r eaction , and to the sum of the rates of exha ust gas evolution a nd oxygen blowing in slag-m e tal reactions .
(6) Concentrations of C a nd 0 at the gas-m e tal interface a re in equilibrium with Pco= I atm in CO reaction. The rates of transfer of the two elements to the interface sa tisfy the stoichiometry of Q+Q = CO reaction and transfer resista nces to both elements are equal.
(7) In the slag-meta l reactions, the reduction of (FeO) proceeds according to the difference between the oxygen concentration in the m etal in equilibrium with (FeO) and that of metal bath . The oxidations of ill, Mn and E proceed by the difference between the concentrations in the metal in equilibrium with slag a nd those of metal bath, accompanying the reduction of (FeO) . When the concentration difference becomes negative, reverse reac tions proceed with mass transfer as rate controlling step.
M ass balance for one lance in the continuou s steelmaking furnace can be represented by the following equation on the basis of the foregoing assumptions:
where, LlCj= Cjout-Cjeq-
The resistance model is to solve the a bove simultaneous equations (the number of which is equal to that of obj ect elements) in accordance with equilibrium equations, heat balance equations, and initial and boundary conditions. ratio of the amoun t of oxygen consumed for the formation of (FeO) to that of oxygen blown. This coefficient can be regarded as a function of the blowing condition . When hard blow operations are made by decreasing the lance height or the nozzle diameter, the value of X decreases since the penetration depth of oxygen jet into the metal bath increases. Reverse is the case for soft blow operations. In the simulation of the NRIM continuous steelmaking process,2) this coefficient was assumed constant. Treating this process as a constant parameter system did not bring any trouble in the simulation because the variation of the furnace condition was less in the continuous operation. Variation of the oxygen delivery coefficient from 0.3 to 0.9 in the simplified continuous steelmaking model for Fe-C-O system resulted in the changes in Q and temperature, but did not make the computer processing quit.
For the simplification of the model, the direct reaction between O 2 and elements in the metal are not taken into account except for the oxidation of iron. In order to put the oxygen absorption mechanism explicitly into the model, area of reaction interface, mass transfer of reactants and products to and from the reaction interface, and reaction site should be considered. This is too complicated to make a practical model, so that the model on simple assumptions as stated in II. 1 is adopted. The transfer resistance R used in the model may be regarded the synthesis of the resistances involved in the above mentioned elementary steps.
. R esistance Coefficient of D ecarburization R eaction
The characteristic of the reaction of C removal is in its self-propagation ability . In the water model of gas jet impinging test, the existence of a violently moving cavity and many numbers of bubbles around the cavity can be observed. In the actual furnace, these bubbles seem to offer sites as suitable as other sites for CO boil of super saturated Q and Q. The degree of this saturation is in terms of P eo as high as tens of atm. The bubble growth, therefore, is extremely fast and the mixing around the cavity is several times stronger than that of water model, and hence generates more bubbles, with which the propagation of mixing to the surrounding region also seems to be stronger. Through these processes, it can be considered that one bubble growth generates other bubbles and promotes the CO reaction. This a kind of self-propagation (positive feed back) is the common characteristics which can be observed in various kinds of steelmaking processes where wide range of the oxygen feed rate and the decarburization rate closely satisfy the stoichiometrical relation.
The increase of the bath mixing through th e abovementioned process brings the decrease of the mass transfer resistance . In the model this is represented in assumption (5), on which the denominator of the third term of the right side in Eq. (1) is defined as follows: (4) where, C = Q-C*, O = Q -O*, Q = C out , Q = O out, and O S'M is oxygen consumed for slag-metal reactions. As Eqs. (3) and (4) The values of a eo calculated with this equation by using the data of Q-Q relation in LD converter 3 ) and also in the final stage of the NRIM process are listed in Table I . These values agree well with the value a eo = 1.8 X 10 -4 obtained by a optimization method described in the previous article. 2 ) From Table 1 , aeo has a tendency to increase as Q becomes lower. This seems to suggest that to treat aeo as a distributedparameter system gives more accurate simulation for low Q range. Moreover, aeo is influenced by the blowing condition: In the hard blow aeo becomes smaller because L10 is reduced, whereas in the soft Table I . aeo calculated with actual data NRIM process LD process 3 ) No. 51
No. 53
Actual I ~ I blow aco takes larger value.
R esistance Coefficient of D esiliconization Reaction
Resistance coefficient of desiliconization reaction (aSi) in on e lance continuous steelmaking furnace is derived as follows: First, Si c' l , equilibrated with slag, is assumed negligible since Sieq is small and its temperature dependency is a lso small. Then, by substituting this assumption into the 3rd term of right side of Eq . (1), Eq. (1) can be rewritten at steady state as
The residual ratio of Si «(/)Si) is In the case when the metal sampling at each lance is difficult in a trough type continuous steelmaking furnace with n lances, a Si is determined as follows: By assuming that the hold-up weight, oxygen blowing rate a nd CO generating rate per one lance are one n-th of their totals, respectively, (/)Si i (i = 1 ~n) for each lance becomes equal as evident in Eg. (11), so that, the over-all (/JSi of the furnace becomes as a function of (/)Si i as follows: (13) By substituting this (/)Si i into Eg. (12) instead of (/)Si, a Si can be obtained.
The values of a Si calculated from the operational data of NRIMl) and Bethlehem Steel Corp.4) continuous steelmaking processes by the foregoing relations are listed in Table 2 . In the former case Eg. (13) is applied and in the latter Eq. (12 ) is directly used by adopting the a na lysis of the first 2 holes. As these values are similar to those searched by the complex method in the previous paper 2 ) and their disTransactions ISIJ, Vol. 19, 1979 ( 539 ) persion is small , the simu lation of the desiliconization on the assumption, Sicq = 0, is feasible.
Then, for the caluculation of a Si of LD converter operation Eq. (1) is arranged as follows by eliminating the terms of input and output of the hot metal and by assuming Sicq= O: (14) where Si = Si ouL ' By assuming that W is constant and Vco= O at the beginning of the blowing, one obtains Fig. 1 , observed values tend to take a lower valu e of T e with elapsing time. This is because the decarburization reaction is neglected in the calcu lation. Therefore, better approximation will be attain able by con sidering the increase of Vco with time. It can be said from the foregoing that the desilicon ization curve for LD process tends to decrease faster than the exponential one determined by Vo ,. a Si of every plot in Fig. 1 calcu lated by Eq. (17) is in the range of 0.0075 to 0.0185 , and mean is 0.0113. These values are larger than those for the continous steelmaking as shown in Table 2 . The furnace shape o r blowing condition will be th e cause of this difference .
Comparison between C-and Si-removal
The residual ratio of decarburization reaction in the continuous steelmaking is derived by substituting Egs. (2) and (8) into Eq. (3) as
Naming II, which is defined as Ac= Vco/ Q., as the ratio Relation between (I) and A in Eqs. (19 ) and (20) is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Figure 2 , and Eqs. (19) and (20) indicate that for decarburization (/) decreases in proportion to the increase of A e , whereas for desiliconization (/) is shown as a hyperbola with asymptotes of ASi = -aSi and (l) sl = O. Namely, in the form er case output carbon concentration decreases proportionally with the increase of oxygen blowing rate when the hot m eta l flow rate is constant and as far as the oxygen rate and decarburization rate satisfy stoichiometry. On the other hand , in th e latter case the decrease of V o , increases the gradient of the residual ratio of Si. This means that at a constant oxygen blowing rate decarburization proceeds proportionally to the oxygen blowing rate regard less the number of lances, while desiliconization can be proceeded more by the adoption of multi-lances installed in series as in NRIM process. The residual ratio, (/)Si n and (/) Si n+ l for n and n+ 1 lances, respective ly, a re, similar to Eq . that means the mode of flow is made closer to piston flow, is advantageous for desiliconization, though there is a practical limitation . This is similar with the case of the first order reaction in the back mix tanks in series. S ) Actually, Si eq takes positive value. Therefore, the desiliconization rate as estimated by the foregoing eq uation is not attainable. However, it cou ld be said th a t the direction how to let the slag-metal reactions proceeding continuously is given.
Other Resistance Co1ficients
As the concen lrations of Mn and P in equilibrium with slag vary widely, resistance coefficients for Mn and P can not b e derived from Eq. (1) which has been applied for C a nd Si. Th erefore, values similar to a Si are examined in a ppli cat ion s described in II. 3.
Resistance coefficient, ao , for the decomposition of (FeO) is smaller than a Si in II. 3 as listed in Table 3 , because it should be comparable to th e value which can supply the oxygen required for the oxidation of C, Si, Mn and P. ao would be easily a ffec ted by X. Namely, the decrease of X leads the d ecrease of (FeO ) or oxygen as much as that required for the oxidation of Si, Mn a nd P when X is greater. In this way, X and ao cooperate each other.
As these values of a vary with the choice of equilibrium equation and slag temperature, it can be said that the resistance model consists of the balance between a and equilibrium equations.
As apparen t from the definition, the resistance coefficient is dimentionless, and hence its value would not change widely with increasing furnace capacity as far as the mixing is kept sufficiently strong. Resistance coefficient is a function of the mixing condition as stated in II. 3. However, when the stagnant or the short-circuiting region exists in the furnace, the variation of the resistance coefficient would fall within the range as shown in II. 3 and II. 4 if correction is made for hold-up weight or flow rate.
Comparison between R esistances oj the Continuous Steelmaking Process and Those oj the LD Converter
Schematic representation of the relation between the decarburization resistance and the oxygen blowing rate in the continuous steelmaking process, and that between the decarburization resistance and the tim e in the converter process are given in Fig. 3 . In Table 3 . System parameters and operation conditions used for the simulations of oxygen steelmaking processes - (2) as shown in Fig. 3 (a) . However, as V o , approaches to the amount required [or the oxidation of Cin, the decrease of R eo gets smaller, and becomes an asymptote of R co= 28aco / ( 16QC,n) . In Fig . 3 (b) , decarburization rate is adopted on the vertical axis. This is the reverse of Fig. 3 (a) , and as far as QC ill is stoich iometlically greater than V o , they change proportionally to each other. However, when V o , becomes smaller, the decarburization rate becomes an asymtote of V eo = QC in x 28fl2 . On the other hand, R eo in the converter can be represented as shown in Fig. 3 (c) active C O boil a nd in creasing value of Reo. The increase of V o , brings violent CO boil and decrease of R co , and shortens the refining time. The relation between V o , and the dcarburization rate can be represented as shown in Fig. 3 (d) as reported in many references.10-12 l As m ention ed above, in the continuous steelmaking process the mixing is kept even in the low Q range. In the converter process, however, the mixing is weakened and the resistance is in creased with the d ecrease of Q. As the increase of the resistance furth er lowers the decarburization rate and retards the slag-metal reaction, oxygen supply from (FeO ) is a lso decreased and the increase of (FeO ) is caused. From the above co nsideration , though it is difficult to compare both processes under the same operation condition, iron Joss of the continuous steelmaking process seems to be less than that of the converter process when producing a steel with a carbon range where Reo increases as shown in Fig. 3 (c) . Moreover, since the resistance between slag and meta l ir, the co n tinuous steelmaking process is kept consta nt, the reaction in volved in this process can b e proceeded n earer to the equilibrium as compared with that in the converter process. As a result, the selection of slag com position becomes easier and more effective dephosphorization can b e expected. For the reduction of iron loss in the converter process, the descent of the lance or AOD-like operation can be a counterm easure. As mention ed in II. 3, the descent of the la nce means the decrease of aeo. Though the contribution of AI' add ition to the d ecarburiza tion is hard to evaluate quantitatively, it brings the d ecrease of Reo by means of the substitution of (V eo + VAl') in place of Veo in Eq . (2). When these operations are app lied to the continuous steelmaking process, further reduction of the iron loss and closer a ttainment of the reaction s to the equili brium should be m ade possib le.
III. Application of R e sistance Model
To investigate the validity of the resistance model with above mentioned c haracteristics, m athematical models of singl e stage (1 la nce) continuous steelma king process, two stage co-and counter-current continuous steelm a king processes, LD converter a nd VOD process were constructed a nd simulations for these processes were done . Conditions for computations and operations are given in Table 3 .
Th e resistance coefficient of each reaction takes a similar valu e with wh at is obtained in II. 3, II. 4 and II. 6. Since cooling materials were not em ployed in the continuous steelmaking model, output temperature tended to be hig her. Therefore , the heat loss equ ation is modified so as to increase heat loss when output temperature exceeds 1 600°C. Equilibrium equation s used here are those recommended by Gakushin *l3l and H erasymenko's equation 14l as in the previous paper. 2l Activity coefficients of oxides used for equilibrium calculations are mean values obtained by reading off each activity coefficient on the line of N CIlO /NsiO ,= 3.5 at intervals of 0.05 in the range of Nl"oo = 0 . 05~0.3 in the isoactivity diagrams o f the system CaO-FeO-Si0 2 . 15 ,16l Output rates of metal a nd slag a re equal to the weigh ts which exceed the ho ld-up weights listed in T a ble 3. Flux (CaO ) is ass umed to dissolve into slag soon after its addition. In the converter, flu x of 800 kg is assumed to disso lve w ithin 15 min at a constant rate . I n VOD process, slag formation is ass umed to be completed before the operation starts.
Computers used a re IBM 360/M65 , HITAC 5020F a nd FACOM 230/75 , a n d languages a re DYNAMO a nd FORTRAN.
Single Stage Continuous Steelmaking Process
Compositions and temperature of output at steady state are shown in Fig. 4 at every 10 kg/min for oxygen blowing rate of 20 to 70 kg/min. Va riation of eac h composition resembles that in the converter process. The variations in the two processes do not fully agree with each other b ecau se resistances for the two processes differ each other at low carbon range as sta ted in II. 7.
L ow concentration of (F eO ) at a n oxygen rate of 20 kg/min is brought by the selective ox id ation of Si a nd Mn . High concentra Lio n of (FeO ) at 3 0~ 40 kg 0 2/min is g ive n because CO boiling is not aCLive yet, so that the resista n ce becomes hig h. At a low carbon range corresponding to 65 ~ 70 kg 0 2/min, ( FeO ) ta kes a minimum value as shown by the dotted line. Oxygen supply over this value re ults in the ox idation o f Fe. Mn increases gradually with the increase of oxygen rate because of the high temperature at low carbon ra nge caused by th e lack of cooling materi a ls like scrap. Table 3 . R esponse of the cocurrent 1st stage is shown in Fig. 6 . For the first severa l minutes after the stepwise decrease of oxygen blowing rate, (FeO) is decreased since th e decarburization is held by the oxygen fed from (FeO ), but after that (FeO ) is increased b ecause the reistance between slag and metal is increased due to the weakened decarburization cau ed by the dcrease of total feed rate of oxygen. This corresponds to the maximum of (FeO ) in the range of 30-40 kg 0 2/min in Fig. 4 . R esponse of Q seems to b e of the 1st order. R esponses of fu , Mn and £ wou ld be a ffected, however, more by the te mporary dip of (FeO ) tha n by the cha nge of oxygen b lowing rate itself. The effect of th is step change o n the 2nd stage is show n in Fig. 7 . In crease of Q in the 1st stage is as high as 0. 15 %, whereas that in the 2nd stage is on ly about 0.1 % because the increase of inpu t Q in th e 2nd stage after t he step change makes decarburization stronger. (FeO) a lso decreases by a bout 2 %.
T wo Stage Continuous Steelmaking Pro cess
R es pon ses of the 1 st and 2nd stages of th e counter flow operation to th e step c hange are given in Figs. 8 a nd 9, r esp ectively. Similar to cocurrent operation, remaining impurities a re in creased a nd temperature is decreased by the decrease of oxygen blowing rates. In Fig. 8 , (FeO ) levels off after a steep increase and then takes a li ttle drop unlike Fig. 6 . This is induced by the increase in rcsistance between slag a nd metal after th e drop of oxygen blowing ra te, since the input oxygen blowing rate in the 1st stage of the cou ntercurrent furnace is g reater t ha n th at of the cocurrent one by the amou nt of (FeO) flowing from the 2nd stage. The leveling off of (FeO) is resulted from the decrease in the amount of (FeO) flowing from the 2nd stage. R esponses of other elements after the step cha nge a re also complicated . R esponses of only Q and temperature can be detected practically. This is becau se fu , Mn and £ h ave been oxidized selectively in the 1st stage.
As formerly reported,17,l S) countercurrent operation of the continuous steelma king process can provide an effective use of oxygen since it is cap able of holding the oxygen potentia l b etween slag and m etal high. Namely, slag low in Si0 2 -and high in CaO-concentra tion is produced in the metal outlet side, and P in th e metal low in Si and Mn is removed by contacting with this slag. After that, remaining (FeO) is reacted with m etal high in Si a nd Mn at metal in let side to remove Si a nd Mn , so that (FeO) can be Transactions ISIJ, Vol. 19, 1979 ( 543 ) co co step change. This is because the propagation o f the furnace behavior forms a loop in the process sin ce in the countercurrent the variation in the 2nd stage is fed back to the 1st slage through t he slag.
Variations of Q a nd (FeO ) in the 2nd stage are g iven in Fig. 10 when oxygen rate in the 2nd is c ha nged , but keeping that of the 1st stage at 40 kg! min. From the figure it can be noticed that the countercurrent requires less oxygen to produce the steel of a given carbon level. The sensitivity of the outpu t carbon level to the cha nge of inpu t oxygen is, however, greater. Th is is the same for (FeO ). The sen sitivity at 0.1 % C is 0.037 %! (kg 0 2!min) for the cocurrent bu t 0.061 %! (kg 02!min ) for the countercurrent, th at is 1.65 times as much as that for the cocurrent. Considering that the countercurren t operation takes longer time for the stabilization, better accuracy is required for the countercurrent operation to establish a control system. Temperature of the cocurrent 1st stage is lower than that of the co untercurrent because of the flu x add ition . On the contra r y, temperature of the cocurren t 2nd stage is hig her than that of the countercurrent because of the higher oxygen consumption. In both cases, temperature responds simply to the variation of oxygen blowing rate, because heats of reactions as a tota l d ecrease according with the decrease of the oxygen blowing rate. R esponses are close to 1st-a nd 2nd-orders in the 1st a nd 2nd stages, respectively. H owever, temperature sta bilization in the countercurrent is slower th a n that in the cocurrent.
As a consequence, except for the controlability, the countercurrent operation is advantageou s for the dephosphorization a nd oxygen efficien cy. After th e step change, output (F eO ) of the cocurrent b ecom es lower, but that of the co untercurrent 1st stage gets higher.
Thu s, the cocurrent operation m ay be enough under so me operating conditions, depending on a imed chemical compositions or temperature. For the selection of the operation practices, combination of this model with a n optimization m e thod will presen t a n optimum prescription. As a n example, the mixing condition in the real furnace does not a lways agree with that obtained by a mixing model. Therefore, it would b e difficult to directly apply the result obtained by the optimization to the real. Nevertheless, the result can be used as the g uide line for designing and operation.
LD Converter
Simulation of blowing in a 10 ton LD converter under the condition listed in T a ble 3 is shown in Fig.   11 . Two ton s of scr ap (lOO % Fe) are assumed to be melted at a constan t rate for 10 min like flu x melting. Oxygen delivery ratio is set at 0.95 for the first 6 min in view of the fac t that the la nce is h eld hig h to promote slagg ing, a nd after that at 0.85. Computations of LD converter and VOD process a re carried out with the initia l value of Vco which is assumed on the basis that there exists normal boil before blowing. The valu e of Vco corresponds with -dCfdl = O.1 %/hr, a nd is n atura lly proportional to the furnace capacity.
Compa ring this figure with that in Fig. 4 , Q and (FeO ) a t 0 = 0 .02 % are 0.18 % a nd 16 % , respectively, in the single stage continuous steelmaking furnace, whereas those in the LD conver ter are 0.22 % and 28 % , respect ively, that is, oxidation of iron is proceed ed in the latter . T his seems to be a disclosure of the difference in the r esistance between both processes as stated in II. 7, a l though reservation should be made for the difference in the hold-up weights of metal a nd slag between both processes, even though sam e values are adopted for the resista nce coefficient a nd oxygen delivery ratio.
Simulation of LD converter p rocess trea ts the unsteady state phenomena such as semi-batch operations which impose many constra ints on carrying out calcu lations. In addition , a pproxim ations a re made tha t the basicity is III. 5 
VOD Process
Through the simul a tion ofVOD process a pplica bility of the resistance model to the vacuum refining process h as b een examined. Th e simulation was carried out only for Fe-C system which is the base in the oxygen steelmaking process, and as input data Kuwano's19) experiment No. 106 where 100 kg high frequency indu ction furnace was used was referred. As the reaction proceeds under reduced pressure, the computation was done by substitu ting K co/Pco in place of Kco into Eq. (9), which gives the equilibrium oxygen concentration at gas-meta l interfa ce. O xygen efficiency was assumed 90 % .
Computed results when 2 levels each of a co, X a nd Keo/Peo were given are shown in Fig. 12 . K colPco = 1 X 10 8 and 5 X 10 8 rough ly correspond to Peo= 1/20 and 1/ 100 atm, respectively. Pressure changes in the actual furn ace, but it is assumed constant h ere. The figure indicates the part wh ere decarburization rate is going to decrease. Open circl e in Fig. 12 represents the valu e observed in No. 106 experiment. Despite ma rked difference in th e operating conditions between hig h frequency induction stirring a nd gas-j etting und er reduced pressu re, it would be a lso possible to simulate VOD process by th e selection of aeo, X and P eo levels.
The followings can b e noticed from 
IV. Conclusion
Through the investigation of the characteristics and application of the resistance model which assumed that reactions of the oxygen steelmaking process are controlled by the gas b lowing rate in the furnace, it is confirmed that the model can fully represent the characteristics of the continuous steelma king process, LD converter and VOD process. Especially, the ass umption that the bath mixing depends on the gas blowing rate is significant to comprehend the kinetics of steelmaking reaction. 
